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The first working version of the service
is available in beta as a web service

(remember back when we first
discussed this at OMG!con?). It takes a
two-part name like "filename.exe" as
it's input, and returns a "decompiled"

version of that file. In other words, just
from the filename, the decompiler,

gets you the disassembled version of
the file. Firstly, its now possible to
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specify a destination directory where
the decompiled code is saved to. You
can then upload the original file, and

have the decompiler generate code on
the fly based on your specification. Of
course, this gives you more flexibility

and control over the process.
Secondly, the decompiler now allows
you to specify an input filetype (PEX-

files being the most common), and still
generate a file for that filetype. Of

course you can also run the
decompiler on an Exe file as well,

without any file extensions. Theres one
problem though: The decompiler

wasn't able to decompile all files due
to an issue with timeouts. Now we

support the infamous.CHM filetype, so
theyve all been decompiled. Its well
worth it! Now anyone with a CHM file

can test it easily. We have many other
similar projects in the works, so this
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project was just the smallest first
attempt. But, we will eventually go all-

in on these and solve a lot of the
problems that the decompilers have

faced in the past. In fact, i really hope
this inspires people to run similar

initiatives and reduce the impass on
the platform even further.
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A decompiler is a tool that converts
executable files (.exe) into another
language. Decompilers are used by

reverse engineers to aid in the
understanding of the program's source

code, which they can then use for a
variety of purposes, including reverse
engineering the program. Decompilers

are usually written in scripting
language such as C/C++ or Java. They
take in binary files and translate it into
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another form. This form can then be
easily understood and modified. Worst

part is, if you run it, the decompiler
"checks" for errors, so if you have no

problems, this will always "guarantee"
that you have no errors. Despite this,
the GUI will not show errors at all. The
new pre-5/6/7 compiler settings do not
produce high level Java representation
of the code, whereas the decompiler

does. I do agree that the compression
was painful to look at but I was able to
get round it. I used a recent copy of JD-
free installed on Eclipse Kepler M5 with

JD-core and JD2 API 4.5. JD-core
installed fine, but JD2 ended up

throwing an exception saying the
Java2 API was not loaded into the JVM.
Trying it with JD-core version 709 (built

on 2015-05-05 with
-XX:MaxPermSize=256m), it now

throws an exception complaining that
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the 'decompiler/jd-core.jar' library is
missing from 'C:\Program

Files\Java\jre7\lib' when C:\Program
Files\Java\jre7\lib\ext is set. I've been

using JD-Freeware since version 1.4 for
Java class files. It's worked fine for
most of my projects, save for one

legacy system I still need to decompile
because the original developer doesn't

want to support our use of it. The
system is huge and complex, including
many libraries (including JDBI), and a

lot of code, and most of it is generated
by a rather large application that we

are working on. The original developer
has provided a.zip containing the Class
and Jar files. In the Class folder, there

is the original.class file - it contains the
original code, but it's not compressed,
which is why you need the decompiler.
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